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Resumen
Este artículo presenta un modelo macroeconómico pequeño de la economía chilena. El modelo se
compone de cuatro ecuaciones que capturan la evolución de las principales variables
macroeconómicas: actividad, inflación, la tasa de política monetaria y el tipo de cambio real. Desde el
punto de vista analítico, el modelo está expresado de manera tal que captura solo trayectorias de
convergencia hacia valores de estado estacionario que no están modelados aquí, y no se pueden usar
para analizar shocks que pudieran afectar la trayectoria de largo plazo de cualquier variable de interés
para el análisis de política económica. El trabajo emplea el modelo para simular las respuestas
dinámicas de la economía chilena a ciertos shocks externos e internos que son de interés para efectos
de política monetaria.

Abstract
In this paper we present a small macroeconomic model of the Chilean economy. The model comprises
four equations that capture the evolution of the main macroeconomic variables, output, inflation,
policy interest rate, and the real exchange rate. Analytically, the model is expressed in a way such that
only captures convergence paths toward steady state values which are not modeled in this paper, so it
is not usable to analyze any shock that might affect the long-run trajectory of any variable of interest
in economic policy analysis. We use the model to simulate the dynamic response of the Chilean
economy to some external and internal shocks that are of interest for monetary policy purposes.
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1. Introduction

During the last twenty years monetary policy design has experienced major changes.

These changes have had their origin on changes in macroeconomic theory, a better

understanding of the importance of achieving and maintaining low inflation and, of the

abandonment of fixed pegs in favor of floating exchange rate regimes. The new models built

in macro emphasize the role of micro foundations and expectations and highlight the

importance and the necessity to develop and strengthen institutions. One of the key

consequences of these developments has been the recognition of the failure of stabilization

policy to achieve permanent gains in output or employment.

The emphasis on credibility and the appearance of explicit forward-looking

expectations have resulted in important changes; among them is the recognition that

monetary policy must have a forward-looking design. Given the existent lags between policy

decisions and its effects on the real economy, it is necessary to contemplate not only current

values but also projected values of relevant variables in the right horizon. The necessity to

generate forecasts of economic variables has lead the institutions in charge of monetary

policy to develop macroeconomic models appropriate for forecasting the relevant variables

that condition the design of monetary policy. The available options are very wide, ranging

from simple one-equation models of the most relevant variables to elaborated micro-founded

models with rational expectations and a large number of relations, estimated or calibrated,

that incorporate uncertainty in the solution, obtaining not only a point forecast but also a

range for the key endogenous variables with a probability distribution1. Other important use

of these models is the evaluation of the impact of different economic policy options; the

clearest example is the analysis of the future evolution of inflation when central banks are

deciding whether to change the interest rate.

Among this wide range of models, semi structural and small size models have found

an increasing role in macroeconomic analysis and policy design. These models incorporate

                                                
1 The models used in the elaboration of the monetary policy reports by most central banks that operate

under an inflation targeting framework are a good example of these models. See for example the Central Bank
of Chile’s Monetary Policy Reports available on the web (www.bcentral.cl) and Bank of England (1999) for a
description of the wide range of models they use.
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reduced form equations that can be obtained from explicit solution of micro-founded models.

Although these models are not immune to the Lucas’ critique they are robust enough to deal

with monetary policy changes and other shocks related to it. The use of small models reduces

the details but have important advantages in terms of easier and faster solution and intuition.

There are a lot of models of this type2, and some of them have been evolving from old

traditional models, incorporating new theoretical and empirical features.

In this paper we present a small macroeconomic model for the Chilean economy. We

start by explaining its structure and then present simulations of the dynamic response of the

economy to some shocks that are of particular interest for the Chilean economy.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief discussion about

macroeconomic models and monetary policy analysis, and a short, and certainly incomplete,

review of macro models of the Chilean economy presented in recent years. The third section

presents and briefly discusses the model used in the rest of the paper, a model that is based

on the traditional small open economy or dependent economy model. The fourth section

analyzes the simulations and its results. Finally, section five presents the main conclusions.

2. Macro Models for Monetary Policy Analysis in Chile

As to provide a simple organizing framework to think about macroeconomic models,

we will introduce a very brief and sketchy summary about the current state of macro models

and some of the recent applications presented for Chile. Most of the recent work on

macroeconomic models has been generated under what is called the new Keynesian

synthesis, an important research effort to provide an updated and consistent framework for

economic analysis that incorporates the macroeconomic developments of the last fifteen

years. Good examples of its orientation can be found in Kerr and King (1996), Clarida at al

(1999), McCallum and Nelson (1999) and McCallum (2001).

                                                
2 In Taylor (1999) several models of this style are used to analyze issues related to monetary policy

reaction functions. Walsh (2003) also reviews some of these models.
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Macro Models and Monetary Policy: A brief explanation

Modern macro models for monetary policy analysis build up on the tradition of the

IS-LM-AS type of models, but with several important modifications that mostly update them

so as to incorporate recent theoretical advances and important changes in the way economic

policy is implemented3. However, there is a lot of heterogeneity among them with respect to

the degree of consistency to specific models, in other words, not all the models are clearly

derived from explicit microfoundations and they do not necessarily incorporate rational

expectations or impose all the cross equation restrictions that are obtained from first order

conditions of optimizing decisions. There is no clear answer about what model is the most

appropriate, but in fact it depends on the question you are interested in the model you might

want to use.

Macroeconomic models used to analyze the effects of policies and shocks on the

trajectory of key macroeconomic variables are usually of three varieties: large scale structural

macroeconomic models, small models consistent with macroeconomic theory and with

forward looking expectations, and small non-structural models of the VAR type4. The first

class of models is usually derived from first principles and incorporates lots of detail, with

explicit budget constraints and first order conditions, and rational expectations are used in

simulations; one of its main advantages is that when derived from first principles, all the

parameter restrictions are imposed, and expectations are derived consistently within the

model, the results are robust to the Lucas critique. Following McCallum (2001), we can say

that structural models have to have parameters that are invariant to policy changes and for

this purpose they have to be derived from micro foundations and have to have forward

looking expectations. The main disadvantage of this type of models is the poor tracking of

the short run dynamics5. An important example of this class of models is the real business

cycles (RBC) type of models. Although not designed to track the short run evolution of the

                                                
3 The increasingly common use of interest rates as instruments of monetary policy lead some

researchers to change the traditional IS-LM specification for a new description named IS-MP model by Romer
(2002).

4 Another important differentiation would be the explicit inclusion of uncertainty, but our main focus is
on the size and foundations of the models.
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economy, in the case of Chile, these models have been applied in order to match correlations

and other regularities of the Chilean business cycles. However, as in most developing

countries, the use of RBC models has been limited and only during the recent years more

research on this area has been carried out.

However, an important part of the research has made use of other class of large scale

models, which are not derived from first principles but are built up using several empirical

relationships that incorporate ad-hoc specifications, in order to track more closely the

movements in some macro aggregates, of course most of this modifications do not explicitly

come from microfounded models. These models do describe a large number of variables that

are then used to compute aggregate variables. Its main advantage is the possibility of

incorporating a lot of detail about the interaction of several sectors and variables without

loosing the ability to track the evolution of the aggregate variables. Very useful for policy

purposes, the size is a disadvantage when some questions related to specific issues must be

answered quickly or simple answers are enough.

The second type of models has proved to be very useful for monetary policy analysis.

Its ability to capture the main elements of an economy plus its simplicity allows researchers

and policymakers to be able to answer simple questions without the necessity of dealing with

too detailed specification. As in the previous case, some of the models have been derived

from simple first order conditions of optimization problems faced by firms and consumers,

but in general no cross equation restrictions are imposed on the parameter for estimation

purposes, although calibrated models can be easily constructed so as to reflect results for

different choices of deep behavioral parameters6. Interpreted usually as the result from

dynamic neokeynesian models, they incorporate rational expectations and, in general, also

emphasizes the explicit role of (the expected values of) forward looking variables. In a

widely cited work, Clarida et al. (1999) present an analysis of monetary policy using a simple

model of this type as their framework showing the basis of the research in this area.

                                                                                                                                          
5 See King (2000) and Woodford (2002) for reviews of the core structure of this type of models. Lane

(2001) presents a review of the basic structure of the New Open Economy Macroeconomics type of models, a
seminal contribution on this line is Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996).
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The basic structure of these models generally comprises a single equation description

of aggregate demand (an open economy IS equation), a pricing or aggregate supply equation

(originally an expectations-augmented Phillips curve), and an equation or a block describing

monetary policy decisions. There is no mayor questioning about the choice of an IS equation

for describing aggregate demand, specific issues regarding timing and inclusion of forward

looking variables have important theoretical considerations, but empirical works tend to

choose according to goodness of fit more than strict theoretical underpinnings. Regarding the

monetary policy specification, these models, as most of the research about monetary policy

has done since Taylor (1993), usually include a Taylor’s reaction function describing the

behavior of monetary authorities7.

The most important and controversial element is the pricing or aggregate supply

equation; there is no questioning among economists about the characteristics of the long-run

supply curve, but when talking about the short-run specification things are not clear. The first

problem relates to the long lasting debate between new classical and new Keynesian

specifications, which we do not expect to solve here8. However, another important issue

comes from the empirical fact that the inflation rate exhibits significant inertia but none of

the traditional models generates inflation inertia, just price level inertia is derived from those

specifications. This is not a minor issue in what inflation inertia is closely related to the idea

of disinflation processes being costly in terms of output and employment; different

approaches have been tried, however there is no clear consensus about a close and clear

theoretical way to solve it; Fuhrer and Moore (1995) presented and early approach, and

Mankiw and Reis (2002) developed a nice and interesting approach which can be related to

early work by Fischer (1977).

The third type of models is increasingly used to analyze the effects of key

endogenous variables (output, inflation, unemployment) of unexpected or unsystematic

shocks in policy variables or in exogenous variables. Its popularity increased after Sims

                                                                                                                                          
6 Walsh (2003) presents some of the models of this type that are in use nowadays.
7 In fact, one of the main uses of these simple models is to analyze robustness of different policy rule

specifications under different parameterizations of the model.
8 Recently updated reviews of these models can be found in Rosende (2000), Woodford (2003) and

Walsh (2003).
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(1980) critique of the ad-hoc specifications of the models used by this time, its main

characteristic is the absolute lack of predetermined structure and all the relations are derived

from the time series specification that can be used to derive simple and very intuitive results,

like the impulse responses and the variance decomposition figures9. Of course its simplicity

explains all the advantages and disadvantages we can think of, however when wisely used

VAR models could provide very useful insights about dynamic properties and simple

description of co-movements between different economic series.

A Brief Survey for Chile

During the last 15 years the literature about economic policy and economic

performance has become one of the most active in Chile. The fact of being an early reformer

transformed the country in the model that most think tanks and institutions studied so as to

develop a general framework for guiding reforming efforts in other developing countries.

Among this research, important questions about the role played by monetary, exchange, and

fiscal policy in the rapid recovery and stabilization of the country after the severe crisis of the

1970s and 1980s were initially at the center of the macro economic research. Since then,

several new issues have come to the front of economic research, but the one that interest us is

monetary policy analysis. As early as 1991, Chile adopted an inflation targeting framework

for the implementation of monetary policy. Initially understood as a simple forecast, the

projection soon became a target for monetary policy, not the single objective but the most

important one 10. With the abandonment of the exchange rate band after the Russian and

Brazilian crisis and the achievement of a low inflation level in 1999 new questions emerged.

The increasing integration to international financial markets and the already high dependency

to the evolution of the commodity markets make the country very vulnerable to external

shocks. The need to assess the effect of these shocks and other issues related to the design of

monetary policy has motivated researchers and policymakers to construct models usable for

                                                
9 For a review of this methodology, see Stock and Watson (2001) and Hamilton (1994).
10 For a review of monetary policy and the Chilean economy during the late 1970s and 1980s see

Corbo and Fischer (1994). Reviews of monetary policy during the 1990s can be found in Massad (1998), Corbo
(1998), Morandé (2001), Corbo and Tessada (2002), and Schmidt-Hebbel and Tapia (2002). More
comprehensive reviews of the Chilean economy can be found in Bosworth et al (1994) and Larraín and Vergara
(2000).
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economic policy analysis. The available literature on the topic is growing very fast meaning

that presenting an exhaustive survey is whole challenge on its own and impossible to do in a

brief section. As an introduction to the previous literature we will review six papers,

Bergoeing et al (2002a), García et al (2002a), Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel (2001), Corbo and

Tessada (2002), Valdés (1998), Cabrera and Lagos (2002), and Mies et al (2002)11.

Bergoeing et al (2002a) present a calibrated growth model, which is used to explain

differences between Chile and Mexico after the debt crisis. The model is used to account for

possibly alternative explanations and to explore the role played by static and dynamic

inefficiencies in the evolution of both economies. They find evidence supporting their

hypothesis that reforms are at the center of the differences, but not the traditional reforms

claimed by most authors, they mention banking and bankruptcy laws as key elements

explaining the different patterns.

Garcia et al (2002a) is a large scale model, constructed for monetary policy analysis

at the Central Bank of Chile. Using calibrated and estimated equations the model is built in

blocks, each describing different sectors of the economy, which are then aggregated and

allow to model different monetary policy transmission channels. In particular, not all the

equations have been derived from first principles and there are almost no cross equation

restrictions on the parameters. Main features of the model are the very detailed external

sector, justified by its great influence on the evolution of the Chilean economy, and the

production block, built accordingly to a Cobb-Douglas production function capturing the

stable factor shares observed during the period under analysis. The model is simulated to

compute the dynamic response of the economy to several transitory and permanent shocks;

when possible, the responses are contrasted to the ones obtained from a simpler model and a

VAR model. The results are relatively similar, but the model account for the responses with

greater detail and allows the analysis of shocks that might affect the steady state values,

feature not present in any of the other models presented by the authors.

                                                
11 If the reader is interested in more detailed surveys, Duncan (2002) presents a more detailed review

of RBC models calibrated for the Chilean economy since 1990. In VAR models Cabrera and Lagos (2002),
Mies et al (2002), and Chumacero (2002) discuss more papers that use a VAR methodology. Gallego et al.
(2002a) show a large scale dynamic macroeconomic models derived from first principles; a mixture of
estimated and calibrated formulas are used for simulation.
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Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel (2001) and Corbo and Tessada (2002) present similar

models to answer different questions. The model is a reduced version of the Salter-Swan-

Dornbusch small open economy model, and tests and imposes homogeneity in nominal

variables in the price and wage equations ensuring a vertical long run Phillips curve. The

model is simulated then under counterfactual scenarios to try to shed some light on the role

played by credibility and the inflation target on the sustained reduction of inflation

experienced by Chile during the 1990s. They answer that the introduction of the target helped

in anchoring expectations and the gradual approach allowed the authorities to reduce

inflation without the large cost that would have been observed under a cold-turkey approach.

The model does not explicitly model the steady state and so it is not capable of answer

questions related to shocks or policy changes that might affect the real equilibrium of the

economy in the long run. In fact, in the analysis presented by the authors the underlying

assumption is that any change in the inflationary regime or the monetary policy framework is

not causing a significant change to the long run output level.

Corbo and Tessada (2002) make use of a very similar model with some slight

modifications and of a non-structural VAR to assess the importance of different factors that

might account for the 1998-1999 slowdown of the Chilean economy. The non-structural

VAR is used to forecast the effects of different shocks on the trajectory of the main

macroeconomic aggregates. The more structured model is then simulated to generate

counterfactual scenarios for the crises periods to inspect the role played by different factors,

including the monetary policy response, in the subsequent activity slowdown of the Chilean

economy. Their main conclusion is that part of the monetary policy response can be justified

as an attempt to defend the inflation target for the following year, but even after taking into

consideration the external factors, part of the slowdown can be blamed on a severe anti

inflationary attitude from the Central Bank.

Valdés (1998) estimates a “semi-structural” VAR model in which he makes

assumptions that allow him to identify the monetary policy shocks without adding more

structure to the VAR, and so the rest of the shocks are not studied in the paper. After

reviewing the literature on VAR model existent by this time, the author present his own

results where introduces a modification respect to previous work, instead of using the

inflation rate itself it argues that monetary policy affects in fact the gap between the inflation
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rate and the target. When using the modified specification he founds that monetary policy has

significant effects on both the inflation gap and the monthly activity index (IMACEC)12.

Cabrera and Lagos (2002) use structural VAR models to compare alternative

hypothesis about monetary policy transmission mechanisms. The analysis is carried out by

estimating a different VAR model for each of the competing hypothesis. They conclude from

their analysis that there is weak evidence of price puzzle result in Chile, but that spending

and output do not significantly respond to the interest rate but instead they show significant

responses to nominal money supply. They interpret this as a possible questioning to the

selection of the monetary policy instrument. However, the results presented in the paper are

not robust to different structural identifying assumptions or to changes in the specification of

the VAR model. Moreover, the results range from finding negative and significant effects of

monetary policy on inflation to finding evidence of a possible price puzzle.

Mies et al (2002) make use of single equation and VAR models to analyze the

effectiveness of monetary policy during the 1990s. The single equation analysis estimates an

equation relating the 12-month rate of change of a monthly activity index as a function of its

own lag and a lagged measure of a monetary policy shock, where the later variable is

identified as the residuals from the estimation of a monetary policy function. They found

evidence of a change in the effectiveness of monetary policy, identified as the coefficient of

the monetary shock in the regression; but looking at the non-systematic part of monetary

policy implies that a significant part is left out of the analysis, and so no answer is given for

the effect of the systematic (expected?) portion of monetary policy actions 13. They then move

to the analysis using VAR models, estimating different specifications with different samples

and finding significant differences in the estimated monetary policy elasticities of inflation

and output. The major innovation of the paper is the use of different sectoral monthly

indicators they estimate VAR models to study the effect of monetary policy on different

                                                
12 A quite counterintuitive point of his approach is the fact that he extends the data on the target for the

1980s using the forecasts published by a private forecaster, which by its own nature cannot be considered as
playing the same role in the economy. A quite different approach is followed by Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel
(2001) where they show that when the inflation target is included into a non-structural VAR model, the dynamic
forecasts are closer to the forecasts published by Consensus Forecasts for the corresponding periods; they
interpret this as evidence of a the targets anchoring inflation expectations.
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economic sectors, showing that construction and manufacturing are the sectors that are most

affected by the monetary policy shocks, with the construction sector experiencing an effect

that is about twice as large as for the aggregate economy.

3. The Model

As we explained in the previous section, since the 1980s there has been an important

line of research that make use of different types of models to analyze different questions

about the Chilean economy14. Our model is related with most of the literature that deals with

macroeconomic analysis of the country, in particular with several papers that have addressed

issues related to monetary, exchange rate and disinflation policies since the early experiments

during the late 1970s.

During the last five years many papers explored monetary policy considerations

under the IT framework. Most of them present small empirical models based on ad-hoc

specifications in order to capture empirical regularities observed in the Chilean economy.

Their theoretical underpinnings lie in the traditional small open economy models à la Salter-

Swan-Dornbusch-Corden, but are expanded to incorporate new elements based on more

recent empirical and theoretical developments. Some examples of this model are Edwards

(1993), Corbo (1985), Corbo and Fisher (1994), Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel (2001) and

Corbo and Tessada (2002).

One of the important questions when working with models is to answer the relevant

questions. In this case our interest is to capture the relevant macroeconomic features of the

economy for short and medium run analysis of the effects of exogenous shocks, including the

endogenous response of monetary policy. García et al. (2002a) identify seven stylized facts

about the Chilean economy; of these seven stylized facts we directly model two -the

sensitivity of the domestic cycle to external conditions and the combination of inflation rate,

inflation targets and economic cycle- while the other five are not explicitly modeled because

of our focus on the short run or the assumption that the long-run equilibrium is exogenous to

                                                                                                                                          
13 See Bernanke et al (1997) for a study addressing the importance of the systematic component of

monetary policy in the case of the US.
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our model15. In general, it is our perception that these two facts are the main elements for

short-run analysis, most of the other characteristics, as important as they are, will not change

the general properties of the model; the gain in detail would be at the cost of a more

complicated and larger model16.

The main equations of the model consist of an IS equation explaining the evolution of

the domestic output gap, a transition equation linking the evolution of the real exchange rate

(RER) to other exogenous and endogenous variables, an inflation equation that can be related

to the Fuhrer-Moore specification for pricing equation in the US 17 and a Taylor rule

describing monetary policy. Each equation was estimated separately in order to avoid spill

over effects from specification errors in a particular equation to the estimation of other

equations in the model.

The first equation in the model is a simple version of an open economy IS relating

domestic output gap to internal and external demand factors18. An important role is played by

external factors, in fact, the coefficients for the output gap of the main trade partners (foreign

output gap from now on), the real exchange rate and the capital inflows are statistically

significant and the magnitude of the impact effects are relevant too. As in any model it is

very plausible to consider that the capital inflows are endogenous to the output gap, a

measure of the availability of flows to the Chilean economy is used instead of the capital

inflows. This measure is constructed by adding up the supply of external funds from the US,

the Euro area and Japan and then dividing the sum by the total output of the three countries, a

measure that can be considered to be exogenous. The importance of the capital flows in the

evolution of the domestic output gap can be linked to the “sudden stop” hypothesis, and in

particular with Caballero (2002) argument that the connection between developing countries

                                                                                                                                          
14 The papers presented in this volume are a good example of the diversity of the research during the

recent years.
15 Even if it looks too heroic, this assumption is very useful when analyzing responses to transitory

shocks. However, it also restricts the “size” of the transitory shocks, because in some general equilibrium
models for small open economy models the evolution of the net foreign assets might lead to permanent effects
of transitory shocks see Lane (2001).

16 García et al (2002a) contrast their results with the results derived from a VAR model and a smaller
structural model.

17 See Fuhrer and Moore (1995).
18 Potential output was computed according to the methodology presented in Contreras and Garcia

(2002).
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and capital flows is through quantities more than through interest rates. Obviously this

evidence does not represent a careful analysis of the hypothesis, but it sheds some light into

the problem19. It must be mentioned that we are not estimating a neo-Keynesian version of

the IS equation because the expected future level is not included as an explanatory variable,

condition that is derived from intertemporal optimization.

The only internal variable considered in the specification is the real monetary policy

rate, expressed as deviation from an equilibrium value that is not restricted to be a constant

over time20. This value also corresponds to the steady state equilibrium of the monetary

policy rate, and so it can be interpreted to be the “natural” interest rate. It must be noted that

we do not differentiate between short and long interest rates, a simplification that allows us to

keep the model very simple at the cost of loosing detail about the effect of short rates on long

rates and its effect on real activity. An alternative specification was also estimated, including

as an additional explanatory variable the terms of trade (instead of the real exchange rate) but

there are no significant changes in the results. Equation (1) shows the estimated open

economy IS equation for the Chilean economy.

(1)
(0.057)           (0.086)                   (0.259)         (0.036)       (0.256)  (0.114)         

737.0276.0151.1079.0512.0002.0 12132 −−−−
∗
− +−+++−= tttttt ytpmrcapflowsreryy

OLS estimation, Newey-West robust standard errors reported in parenthesis.

Sample: 1987:1-2002:4

R2 = 0.91; LM test (1) = 0.276 (p-value: 0.601)

The following equation in the model corresponds to the monetary policy reaction

function. The dependent variable is expressed as deviation with respect to an equilibrium

                                                
19 This is a very interesting topic that probably needs more attention from an empirical point of view.
20 Calderón and Gallego (2002) present a discussion about the “natural” interest rate for the case of

Chile.
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value, which also corresponds to the steady state equilibrium of the interest rate in the model.

As it was explained before, this value is not assumed to be constant over time21.

The estimation of an equation like equation (2), as it is explained in Clarida et al.

(1998) and in Corbo (2002), is more complicated because two right hand side variables

depend on the observed values of the interest rate. Following previous work on the issue,

generalized method of moments (GMM) is used to solve the problem22. We introduced a

change in our definition of the policy rate used by the Central Bank of Chile. Here, following

Valdés (1998), instead of using the real rate of the 90-day Central Bank bills (the PRBC-90)

we use a hybrid variable called policy rate, which consists of the PRBC-90 up to April 1995,

and since then it is replaced by the “tasa de instancia”. However, as it is showed in Corbo and

Tessada (2002), during 1998 in some specific months this rate was not a clear sign of the true

monetary policy stance23. To solve this problem we replaced these values by the PRBC-90

rate, and then we proceeded to compute the quarterly averages. For the period when the

monetary policy rate was announced as a nominal rate we subtracted the inflation target to

get the implicit real rate.

Some previous papers on the topic estimated the policy function for the 1990s with

the current account as an alternative object for the Central Bank, as it was explicitly

recognized by the authorities of the time24. However, after 1998 the orientation of monetary

policy has changed, thus we modified the specification by including the output gap as the

other variable. The results are relatively satisfactory, but it seems too soon to derive hard

conclusions about the new structure of the policy function25.

                                                
21 The equilibrium value was computed by subtracting moving averages to the observed policy interest

rate or by applying a Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter to the original series. The results are not very sensitive to the
procedure used in this procedure. The version of the equation (2) presented in the paper corresponds to the
deviation computed using the HP filter.

22 For a review of generalized method of moments see Hamilton (1994), Greene (2002) and Matyas
(1998). For a review of previous works about estimation of monetary policy reaction functions, see Clarida et
al. (1998) in the case of developed countries and Corbo (2002) in the case of Latin American countries.

23 The months with this problem are January, August, September, October, and November of 1998.
24 See Massad (1998). See Corbo (2002) and Corbo and Tessada (2002) for previous estimations of

monetary policy reaction functions for the 1990s.
25 The model was also estimated under the assumption that the Central Bank only responds to the

inflation rate and the output gap is only a variable of interest because of its effect on the inflation rate.
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(2)
( )

(0.059)     (0.019)                   (0.102)           

561.0067.0539.0 13 −+ −+−= tttt tpmrytartpmr π

GMM estimation; weighting matrix is robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation; robust

standard errors are shown in parenthesis.

Sample: 1995:1-2002:1; Instruments: lags of the right hand side variables and lags of

external inflation.

R2 = 0.855

The model includes core inflation as the relevant measure of inflation. In our

specification we identify four different variables affecting the dynamics of core inflation:

external inflation (reflected in the real exchange rate misalignment), internal inflationary

pressures (summarized in the output gap), forward looking expectations (incorporated

through market expectations or through leads of core inflation), and persistence in the

inflation rate, due to indexation or measurement 26. Despite a growing evidence that exchange

rate pass-through is not constant over the cycle and likely depends on more variables we do

not explore major deviations from our simple linear specification here as in our first

explorations we are not able to identify any interactive or non-linearity in the specification

that could be associated to a non-constant pass-through27. However, other authors have been

able to find such kind of effects in the Chilean economy under different specifications and

with different purposes, see García and Restrepo (2001), and Schmidt-Hebbel and Tapia

(2002).

The forward looking component of the inflation equation was modeled in two

different ways. Our first version incorporates as forward looking variable the expected

                                                
26 Our dependent variable is the 4-quarter rate of change of core price index (IPCX in the Chilean

Central Bank nomenclature).
27 Taylor (2000) explains how to rationalize a correlation between lower inflation variability and lower

exchange rate pass-through. Choudhri and Hakura (2001) tested the implications derived by Taylor (2000) for a
comprehensive set of countries for the period 1979-2000. They confirm the existence of a positive relation
between the pass-through and the average inflation level, which is related to the idea about permanent and
transitory effects derived by Taylor (2000). Goldfajn and Werlang (2000) present a comprehensive study
analyzing possible determinants of the magnitude of the pass-through.
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inflation computed from the difference between nominal and indexed interest rates of the

same maturity (90 to 360 days). This variable is intended to measure market expectations

without further restrictions about model consistency, and then is modeled in a way that

simply reflects a slow adjustment of expectations28. The second version assumes rational

expectations, and so as a proxy for expected inflation we use the effective future inflation

rate (with the corresponding leads matching the timing of the previous version); under

rational expectations we can use GMM and estimate the equation using as instruments

variables that are known today and are useful for forecasting purposes. This specification

includes then model consistent expectations. With respect to lagged inflation, we

incorporated two lags of inflation, and they were selected in order to avoid autocorrelation of

the residuals.

(3’)
( )

(-)          (0.207)                (0.083)       (0.040)         (0.031)       

292.0117.1175.0096.0068.0 211111 −−+−−− −+++= ttt
M
tttt Eyrer ππππ

OLS estimation, Newey-West robust standard errors reported in parenthesis.

Sample: 1991:1-2002:4

R2 = 0.96; LM test (1) = 2.13 (p-value: 0.15)

(3’’)
(-)        (0.183)        (0.035)       (0.028)         (0.032)       

271.0061.1210.0044.0058.0 21111 −−+−− −+++= tttttt yrer ππππ

TSLS estimation; Newey-West robust standard errors reported in parenthesis.

Sample: 1991:1-2002:1; Instruments: lags of the right hand side variables, lags of core

inflation, lags of the inflation target and lags of external inflation.

R2 = 0.98; LM test (1) = 2.23 (p-value: 0.14)

                                                
28 This variable is explained using a simple equation that relates it to leads of the inflation target and

lagged core inflation.
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The only puzzling element is the important change in the value of the parameter that

measures the effect of the cycle when the market expectation is replaced by the observed

rate. The change cannot be blamed on an endogeneity problem because the parameter values

when equation (3’) is estimated using TSLS do not significantly differ from the ones

presented here using OLS. One possible exploration might be a feedback from the right hand

side variables into expectations or into leads of the inflation rate; an additional explanation

can be a problem with the instruments in the TSLS estimation. In spite of the rational

expectations alternative, the main version of the model used in the simulations incorporates

equation (3’) as the relevant pricing equation complemented by a simple equation for the

inflation expectations.

We now turn to the main variable that connects the external sector with the evolution

of domestic variables, the real exchange rate. In the model we use the definition the real

exchange rate relative to the main industrial trade partners, namely United States, Japan,

United Kingdom, Canada, and the members of the Euro area. The real exchange rate is the

main variable reflecting the evolution of the external sector; the selected specification

includes as explanatory variables of the gap between the observed RER and a long-run

value29 the domestic output gap and lagged values of the RER deviation. Alternative

specifications include the difference between the domestic output gap and the foreign output

gap, and the terms of trade (as log deviation from a long run value), but the results do not

significantly change. A different approach is to impose interest rate parity and include

additional variables, but the use of very detailed and specific capital controls –which also

changed during the 1990s - implies that the imposition of interest rate parity might be

misleading unless the right effect of the capital controls is taken into account30.

(4)
(0.105)         (0.097)          (0.148)         (0.113)          

229.0418.0403.0639.0 321 ttttt yrerrerrerrer −+−= −−−

TSLS estimation, Newey-West robust standard errors reported in parenthesis.

                                                
29 This long-run value is also the steady state equilibrium of the RER in this model.
30 Two recent reviews of the Chilean experience with capital controls are Gallego et al (2002b), and De

Gregorio et al. (2000).
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Instruments: lags of right hand side variables, lags of RER gap, and lags of foreign output

gap and capital flows.

Sample: 1986:1-2002:4

R2 = 0.45; LM test (1) = 0.82 (p-value: 0.37)

LM test (4) = 1.18 (p-value: 0.88)

The short run specification of the RER must be interpreted carefully because we do

not include any nominal variable that are known to be important when forecasting the RER

in the short-run31. As in most of the literature of macroeconomic models for Chile, the short

run evolution of the RER follows an ad-hoc specification; particularly our definition intends

to capture movements of the RER that are associated with “medium run”32 deviations and do

not necessarily follow short-run volatility from the exchange rate market33. This assumption

is relevant for the interpretation of the simulations presented in the next section; the focus on

more permanent movements of the RER means that in our model changes associated with

short-run volatility will not generate a response in the output gap nor in the inflation rate, and

in fact, these short run fluctuations are not even modeled in this paper. It is clear then that we

assume that transitory deviations do not imply an acceleration of inflation, but in real

situations we always might answer whether an observed change is transitory or volatility34,

and so, its effect is not clear until its nature is realized by the agents.

A different approach is postulated in Blanchard (2003)35. Under certain assumptions

about imperfect capital mobility he is able to obtain an “expanded” parity condition which

allows for a slightly different specification with respect to the traditional uncovered interest

                                                
31 Three recent papers on the topic for Chile are Gallego et al (2002b), Calderón and Massad (2003),

and Cerda et al. (2003).
32 Where medium run could be interpreted as a period long enough so real variables tend to be more

important for explaining real exchange rate fluctuations. This period does not need to be as large as the medium
life of PPP shocks.

33 See three different approaches in Garcia at al (2002a, b), Gallego et al. (2002a), and Corbo and
Tessada (2002).

34 See the references given early in the paper for a discussion about exchange rate pass-through and
evidence for Chile and other countries.

35 This is the equation used by Favero and Giavazzi (2003) for a study about the effects of non-
ricardian fiscal policies in Brazil.
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rate parity, explicitly incorporating the sovereign risk premium without imposing more

conditions in the value of the parameters of the equation.

The equations presented in the previous paragraphs constitute the core block of the

model, apart from it all the exogenous (external) variables can be modeled using

autoregressive processes (possibly a multivariate autoregressive process) capturing any

cyclical behavior in the different shocks. Any simulation can be implemented with or without

these time series processes.

4. Simulation Exercises

In this section we use the model already presented to explore the impact of external

shocks in the Chilean economy. This has been a key question in the policy and academic

economic debate during recent years as it is a well known fact the high impact the external

cycle has on domestic output, nevertheless a clear characterization of the dynamic effects has

not been addressed until very recent36. It is also interesting the analysis of the dynamic

response of the economy to some internal shocks, especially inflation shocks that might come

from changes in regulated prices or some other change that might generate an exogenous

acceleration of the inflation rate. Our model presents a simple and easy-to-use alternative for

this purpose as it captures most of the short-run issues in a very simple framework37.

We will analyze three different shocks to the Chilean economy: an inflation shock, a

foreign output gap shock, and a capital inflows shock. These three shocks reflect most of the

variables that are relevant for monetary policy in the current years in Chile. In particular we

compare the evolution of three variables for each shock, the inflation rate, the policy rate, and

the domestic gap. In the particular case of the inflation rate shock we analyze the evolution of

these three variables under two different scenarios, the first is the model as it was presented

and incorporating equation (3’) for the inflation rate; the second, replaces equation (3’) by a

calibrated relation that changes the weights on the forward looking and backward looking

                                                
36 The papers summarized in section 2 provide a fairly good coverage of the current state of the

research on this topic.
37 García and Valdés (2003) present a very similar model to illustrate the interaction of money and

inflation under the inflation targeting framework currently in use in Chile. However they do not present
estimations of their model.
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elements, in particular it changes the coefficient on the expected inflation to 0.7 –while

lowering the coefficient on lagged inflation to 0.3.

The structure of the simulation is as follows. We set as the initial values for all the

endogenous and exogenous variables (and the market inflation expectations when used)

equal to the 2001-2002 average value and simulated the model forward using simple

autoregressive processes for the exogenous variables; this simulation gives us the benchmark

to compare the effect of al the shocks38. We then redo the simulation, but now the shocks are

incorporated in the model; in particular the inflation rate shock is defined as a 0.5% higher

inflation rate in the initial period, while the shocks to the foreign output gap and the capital

inflows are defined as a reduction equivalent to a one standard deviation computed using the

entire sample, this implies a shock equal to a 0.5% for the foreign output gap and to a 0.67%

for the capital inflows. All the shocks are defined to be transitory, and we report only the

effects when the shocks are allowed to show persistence or autocorrelation, in fact,

qualitatively the results are similar, with significantly lower persistence if we do not

incorporate the autoregressive specifications for the external variables in the model39.

Let us turn now to the description of our results. As can be seen on Figure 1, the

effect of the external shocks resembles the traditional dynamic effects of an aggregate

demand shock, lowering both the domestic output gap and the inflation rate. Monetary policy

endogenously responds to both effects and shows a significant reduction. Comparatively, the

effect of the foreign output is of a reduced magnitude with respect to the capital flows shock,

something that could be inferred by simple inspection of the coefficients in the IS equation.

Furthermore, the propagation mechanism appears in the graphs with the external variables

affecting first the output gap and then the inflation rate, of course, monetary policy reacts to

both effects lowering the real rate in response to a reduced domestic activity and taking

advantage of the room created by the low inflationary pressures.

                                                
38 An alternative way to simulate the model is the more traditional one of assuming that the model is in

the steady state and then apply the shocks, given the structure of the model, the solutions do not significantly
differ. A different approach would be to calibrate some of the equations so as to set a particular period as the
steady state and then compute the evolution of the model with the shocks and starting from this steady state, this
is the approach followed by Gallego et al (2002a).
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The effects are relatively important, in Figure 1 Panel (a) can be observed that after

three quarters the effect on the domestic output gap of the capital flows shock is 1.1% (of the

potential output), while the maximum effect in the case of the foreign output gap is 0.32%

and is reached three quarters after the shock. For the inflation rate, the maximum effects are

observed only six quarters after the shocks, reflecting the propagation from output to

inflation of these aggregate demand shocks (see Figure 1, Panel (b)).

Monetary policy is the variable that in this case results to be the most endogenous of

all the variables under analysis. Initially responds to the reduction in the domestic output gap,

but it is only when the inflation rate starts to go down that monetary policy effectively reacts

with an aggressive reduction in the real rate, a result that probably generated a more

precipitated recovery in domestic activity. The maximum reductions in the real interest rate

are observed only 4 to 5 quarters after the shock happened, but the response started to build

up since the shocks are observed, emphasizing the forward looking behavior of monetary

policy (Figure 1, Panel (c)).

All in all, the dynamic responses derived from the model confirm the important role

that external factors play in the evolution of the Chilean macro economy. Even in a very

simple model like the one presented in this paper, the results reflect a fact that is common

knowledge among policymakers and other researchers in Chile.

For the case of the inflation rate shock, the results using the model are presented in

Figure 2. The series labeled as Original correspond to the solution when the 0.5% shocks is

simulated using equation (3’). We can observe (Figure 2, Panel (b)) that inflation rate reaches

its peak the two semesters right after the shock. The subsequent evolution reflects the

important inflationary inertia found in the specification and also the parsimonious response

from monetary policy to the shock. The effect disappears 7 to 9 quarters after the shock, but

by the fourth and fifth quarter about half of the effect has already disappeared. A key role is

played by inflation expectations, which anchor the evolution of the observed inflation rate to

the target rate set by the central bank, assumed to be 3% for the simulations.

                                                                                                                                          
39 The results for these simulations are available upon request from the authors. The specification used

does not incorporate cross correlation between the shocks; all the time series processes are assumed to be
univariate.
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Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows that the domestic output gap suffers a significant

slowdown after the inflation shock is observed, reaching its lowest value 5 quarters after the

shock. This reduction in domestic activity must occur because of the increase in the interest

rate as there is no direct connection from the shock to aggregate demand. In fact, if we

simulate the same shock but instead of using equation (2) we use a simple time series process

that do not allow for endogenous response of monetary policy to the inflation rate, then this

effect on output vanishes40.

As usual, monetary policy reflects the evolution of future inflation with a small

influence from the possible output costs of any increase in the policy rate (see equation (2)).

There is not much to say about its dynamics, given the acceleration in the inflation rate,

monetary policy reacts in advance so as to put a break on it through its effect on domestic

output41.

In order to explore the relevance of the inflation inertia in the dynamics of the

economy, we construct a counterfactual exercise replacing equation (3’) by a calibrated

relation that changes the weights on the forward- and backward-looking (inertia) components

of the inflation equation. The new weights are 0.7 for the expectation component and 0.3 for

the lag of inflation. The simulation follows the same procedure as before, and the shock is of

the same magnitude. The new results are shown in the corresponding panels of Figure 2 with

blue lines. The inflation rate shows exactly the same impact effect, but its persistence is

significantly lower and after two or three quarters is almost zero. Of course this difference

implies significant differences for the rest of the variables. With the reduced endogenous

persistence on inflation, monetary policy shows a very mild response, which looks similar to

the previous one, but the scale is about 15 times smaller than the used for the original

simulations. In this case, a very short lived response of about a couple of basis points

corresponds to the peak on the policy rate. Of course, the mapping into the output gap is

obvious, with a very low inflation inertia, the small reaction by the monetary authorities

                                                
40 In fact this comes from the implicit structure for the markup assumed in the pricing equation

estimated in the model. If we allow for cost pressures on the production decision, then this result is no longer
valid.

41 Given that we could not find an interest rate effect on the RER, and that we did not impose the
interest rate parity in the exchange rate equation, we are ignoring a more immediate channel from monetary
policy to inflation through an exchange rate pass-through.
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means that domestic output gap shows almost no effect. Hence, we found the expected

results, meaning that inertia increases the output cost of any anti inflationary policy.

Additional simulations show that the results are qualitatively the same if the model is

simulated using equation (3’’) instead of out base specification with market expectations, and

so our results are not a particular feature of our particular specification for the inflation

equation.

5. Conclusions

We have built a small macroeconomic model of the Chilean economy to analyze the

dependence the evolution of economic activity to the external environment. From the

simulation results two main findings emerge. First, the high dependence of the Chilean

economy to the external environment is confirmed by the counterfactual exercises. Each

shock analyzed generates non-negligible effects on the economy. Relatively modest

reductions in capital inflows and external activity can generate relatively important effects in

the output level, the effect of the capital inflows seeming to be particularly important. This

dependence is to be expected given the high degree of openness of the Chilean economy, as

international trade and external financing are important relative to the size of the economy.

Second, on the role of monetary policy in the adjustment to the shocks, we find that

forward-looking behavior and high credibility of monetary policy allows the authorities to

deal with important shocks that can have important transitory effects. In fact, simulations of

the effects of an inflation shock remark the importance of both forward looking behavior and

credibility on the inflation target, as the later anchors market expectations affecting the

trajectory of inflation and the rest of the variables. However, the degree of inertia exhibited

by the inflation process is also a source of rigidities and the simulations show that it

generates important variation in the side effects of the shocks, particularly in the cost of

inflation stabilization after and inflation rate shock, a result that is standard in the type of

models analyzed in our paper.

Possible areas of further research include a empirical study of the effects of capital

inflows in aggregate demand, and the analysis of the change in monetary policy after

nominalization and the abandonment of the exchange rate band.
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Figure 1: External Shocks: Capital Inflows and Foreign Output Gap
(Deviations from respect to base scenario)

(a) Domestic Output Gap (% of Potential output)
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Figure 2: Inflation Rate Shock
(Deviations from respect to base scenario)

(a) Domestic Output Gap (% of Potential output)
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